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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Xpats’ opinions about Taiwan
come in as many different varieties as deep fried pork products at
the night market. For every xpat that feels overwhelming gratitude for
the generosity shown by our host country people, there’s another who
considers our Taiwanese companions to be socially fake and two-faced.
Where some see a country overflowing with opportunity and freedom for
all things Western, others feel caged by the psychic bars of linguistic
and cultural confusion.

miss the squat toilet,
ing totonot
try
nottoto miss the squat toilet,
trying
dodging kamikaze blue trucks and
bandaging the exhaust

If my stance on the issue isn’t apparent, please allow me to clarify it
– Taiwan is one badass supafly chillin’ muthafucka.

So today, on our one-year
anniversary, I think that it’s a fine
time to show my appreciation.

PHOTO: Torrin Nelson

So today, on our one-year anniversary, I think that it’s a fine time
to show my appreciation. Thank you Taiwan. And a ‘thank you’ to
all Taiwanese people—you’ve been spectacular. Even Moe the
mechanic who broke my bike on purpose and then tried to charge me
more than double what it was worth to fix it. And the guy who makes
me pay me twice as much for a fruit juice as his wife or any other
vendor does. You’re awesome too. I’m not going to buy anything from
you again, but I understand your situation. If I had to grind away 60
hours a week under hot engines or behind a fruit juice stand in the
sweltering sun all day just to put some chow fan on the table in my
five room house where I lived with my parents-in-law, four children
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It is precisely because of the privileged life that Westerners live in
Taiwan that I was able to start Xpat Magazine. It was the openness of
the Taiwanese people to Western ideas, the helpfulness of strangers
and the exceptionally high pay and short work hours of the buxiban
foreign English teacher that made this possible.

and innumerable giant cockroaches, I too would
try to wheedle a little something extra out of the
big-nosed whitey who works 20 hours a week,
drives a custom motorcycle and lives in a three
bedroom luxury suite by himself.
Contrary to popular opinion, though, I don’t think
my magazine is the greatest mark of the success
of my life in Taiwan.

The fierce sun and turbulent, noisy traffic will occasionally irritate even the most seasoned xpat.

sure. we all get bitter sometimes.....
All too often, while trying to not to miss the squat toilet,
dodging kamikaze blue trucks and bandaging the exhaust
pipe burns on our calves, we forget that living abroad – the
life of the xpat – is in itself a triumph.
Living abroad, especially in a culture so vastly different
from our own, is a supreme challenge. It’s greater than
most other challenges because it’s all encompassing. From
shopping for beans to opening a bank account to asking for
directions to the KTV – our lives are filled with exasperating
obstacles.
It’s a test of self-reliance, as most of us in our first year
here are unable to even ask for assistance from the average
person.
It’s a mental trial to brave the urban wilderness of Asia and
forage through the Chinese labels in search of the one that
looks vaguely similar to the product you need, and then to
not be disappointed when you get home and open it only to
find that it’s not – even on your third and fourth attempts.

“It’s ok. He used
to live in Taiwan.”
to measure it.
Sure, we all get bitter sometimes. The fierce sun and
turbulent, noisy traffic will occasionally irritate even the
most seasoned xpat. But before you unload your complaints
about Taiwan on that guy next to you at the bar, or your
local Internet bulletin board, remember: when your time
in Taiwan is over and you’re kickin’ it in your lazy boy in
whatever country you come from, you’ll be a better person
for it. And during the commercial breaks in your favorite
prime-time reality TV show, as you suck back your pork
rinds and Dr. Pepper, you won’t muse about the things
you hated about Taiwan. No, you’ll remember that it was a
grind, but you made it. You’ll remember your triumph.
Then the commercial will end and Survivor will come back
on and you’ll laugh at the whiney pansies.
“They think it’s tough camping on the beach and eating
coconuts?” You’ll exclaim to your friends. “Ha! They never
had to wade through the mixed stink of open sewers and
stinky tofu and dodge terrorizing taxi cabs just to get a
crappy piece of lukewarm fried pork and then go back
through it all just to get peed on by squadrons of three year
old minions before running to the bathroom to expel the
toxic street meat through every orifice!”

“Oh poor John. You spilled the last cup of rainwater
and dropped the bananas in the ocean. Now you’re the
most unpopular person in your tribe and you miss your
cat. Get the hell offa’ my TV you loser. Go spend nine
months teaching kindy in Changhua County for a shady
gangster boss with three teeth that can’t speak English
and consistently forgets to pay you. Then you can come
and tell me how hard it is to live on a foreign island, you
whiney snorkel wiener.”
Your friends will laugh uncomfortably and look at you
strangely, but they’ll get used to it. And when you rant in
public they’ll quietly tell strangers, “It’s ok. He used to
live in Taiwan.”
And how true it will be.
Sentimentally Yours,

Sal

expel
street
meat
through
expel
thethe
toxictoxic
street meat
through
every
orifice every orifice

But most of all living abroad is an education in human
nature. By living abroad we not only learn about the culture
that we’re immersed in, we also learn a great deal about our
own culture because it gives us a yardstick against which

Then you’ll poke fun at John from Alabama who’s about
to get voted off the island.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Xpat Magazine,
I picked up Xpat Magazine
for the first time last
week. Today, for the first
time, I read it. I saw
the announcement of the
death of Jana Lee Mattie.
The page with her picture
was so beautiful... the
design, the flowers, the
messages. I was touched by
the whole page dedicated
to raising money. Then, I
read the eulogy.
I read the eulogy at 10
a.m. this morning, and it
is now 5:30 p.m. I can’t
stop thinking about it.
The death of Jana Lee Mattie was incredibly tragic,
but even more tragic was
that Xpat published this
horrific eulogy for her to
be remembered by.
Correct me if I am wrong,
but I thought that roasts
were to be done in good
taste, and reserved for
bachelor parties, not
deaths. This was anything
but tasteful. If Matt
didn’t like Jana Lee,
perhaps he shouldn’t have
been the one to write her
eulogy. If Matt couldn’t
get off the phone with
Jana Lee fast enough the
day before her death,
then maybe that is an indication that he was not
deserving of this writing

I’ve never written anything
that received so much of a
response, both positive and
negative, as the Jana Mattie
eulogy. Friends and strangers
alike have alternately bathed
me in praise and scalded me
with abuse over it.
I felt very guilty after Jana
died. Many of us felt guilty
because of the way we treated
her in the weeks before her
death. My guilt was greatly alleviated when a friend
confided in me that others had
treated Jana similarly and
were also ashamed about it.
This was a large part of my
motivation for writing the

Letters@xpatmag.com
assignment. Doesn’t anyone proofread the articles before they are published? Or did everyone
on staff feel that this
was okay?
The next time you decide
to write and publish something that is going to be
left in someone’s memory,
please, leave out your
diary entry details and
opinions of her jealousy,
drunkenness, violent tendencies, obsession, etc.
FYI, these are not things
that one would want to be
remembered by. Everyone
has done things that they
regret, and went through
a bad space in their
life, but they don’t need
them to be published in a
magazine for everyone to
read... especially after
they have passed and have
no chance to defend themselves.
So Matt, you wrote in
your eulogy that you
were cruel to her the
last time you saw her.
One thing that I can say
is that at least you are
consistent in your cruelty.
I remain in complete and
utter shock and disgust.
Sincerely,
Jodi Jack

article: to tell all those who
may not have had a friend to
console them that they were
not alone with their feelings,
such as Franceska, in her letter above.
I also wrote the eulogy, in
part, because I thought Jana
would have approved, if not
of the final product, then at
least of my motivation for
writing it. Jana was very
open about her faults and her
problems – even with strangers. She was an honest person
and always asked for the truth
from others even when it hurt.
I tried to write a story that
portrayed the truth about

Hey Matt,
My name is Franceska
and I wanted to say
thank you for your
piece about knowing Jana. She was a
good friend even tho
I only knew her a few
months....I also wrote
some stuff but just
never got round to doing anything with it.
I was s’posed to be
hanging out with her
on the beach that Saturday, and instead I
was there with all
her friends that I had
never met.....on that
burning sand.... were
you the one who picked
up her guitar and
played a song? I took
one small plant. It
is delicate with soft
red flowers. I balanced
it in the basket of
my bike. I talked to
it as we bumped over
the potholes...soon
be home Jana, soon be
home.
So, thanks for acknowledging her in
that way, it was a
strangely good feeling
to sit here in Kaohsiung and read your
feelings and identify
so strongly with you.
Franceska

Jana, that she had problems,
but was nonetheless a wonderful person. To my dismay I
failed.
Many readers only saw slander against a defenseless and
tragically departed friend
and were understandably angry (like Jodie, in her letter
above). For this I am truly
sorry. Nothing can make up
for the extra hurt I may have
caused some people during such
a painful time. I hope you
will all accept my sincerest
apologies.
Sincerely,
Matt

Send your comments, thoughts and rants to letters@xpatmag.com
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From the Desk
The amount of money that Mark Giorgio chased over the
edge of a bridge (he dropped it) in Palmetto, U.S.A. : $20

The fastest elevators in the world : Taipei 101’s
high speed lifts, which travel at 17m per second

The world’s tallest building :
Taipei 101 at 509m tall

Distance he swam to recover the bill :
approximately 100 yards

The world’s largest proposed building :
Burj Dubai in Dubai, UAE, expected to be
completed in 2008, will be 800m tall

Rolling Stone magazine’s opinion about Canadian 80’s rock band Triumph according to one
review : They were “mutant hoseheads”

The only homosexual comic book character
with the ability to kill Superman : Triumph

The reason Triumph’s sexual orientation
was never revealed in the comic : The
writers “didn’t have an appropriate storyline to deal sensitively with that issue”

The population of Triumph, Idaho,
USA : approximately 350

The tourism slogan of Idaho, USA : “Great
potatoes, tasty destinations”

Record recently attained by Claudio Paulo Pinto : best ‘eye popper’
in Brazil with a 7mm ‘pop’

Distance Pinto claims he can bulge his
eyeballs out of their sockets : approximately 11.5mm

Find more interesting facts, stories,
how-to articles, and English-speaking
business listings online at
www.xpatmag.com

The distance he fell : 50ft into the Manatee River

His comment to the local newspaper about the
incident : “I got my money back, hell yeah!”

World record for most kicks to one’s own head in one minute : 42, held by Michael Lloyd of Midland, Texas, USA

World record for highest fall survived without a
parachute : 10,160 meters, held by Vesna Vulovic

World Record for Farthest Spaghetti Nasal Ejection :
19cm held by Kevin Cole of Carlsbad, New Mexico, USA

Fastest text message ever : 160 character text in
43.24 seconds held by Kimberly Yeo of Singapore

Number of arithmetic world records broken by three Taiwanese siblings aged 8 to 13 years old in Kaohsiung in December, 2000 : 4

Length of time it took 13-year-old Wang Chia-lu to
multiply two 8-digit figures correctly : 25.08 seconds

Length of time it took him to multiply two
13-digit figures correctly : 26.51 seconds

Length of time it took 12-year-old Wang Yi-hui to
add two 100 single-digit numbers : 18.98 seconds

Length of time it took 8-year-old Wang Hui-yin to calculate the
square root of a six-digit number : 10.48 seconds (more than
50 seconds faster than the previous record of 63.8 seconds)

The true triumph of reason is that it enables us to get along with those who do not possess it.
Voltaire

Toppers

Lost in thoughts of what was "better" in our own countries, we can easily forget
how great Taiwan is. Here's a reminder.
10

Taipei 101
The world's tallest building stands as a symbol of Taiwan's progress. 40 years ago, Taiwan was a primarily
agrarian society. Now it's an industrialized world leader of high-tech industry and owner of the world's
tallest building.

9

Fried Rice
It's true, there are a lot of strange and disgusting foods here. In stinky tofu we encounter something that
smells like a hot room full of sweaty arse.
Fried rice though, is simple, versatile, and Moorish. It is perhaps the finest "eat every day food" in the
world.

8

Culture
From Dragon Boat Racing, to the ancient Confucian ceremonies, to having 100,000 fireworks blasted at
you in the Yenshui Fong Pao festival, Taiwanese culture is rich and diverse. With so much variety at hand
it's only a matter of time before you find some part of this unique culture that you love.

7

Bin Lan
Ok, it'll rot your teeth and give you mouth cancer. But hey, anything that causes nearly-naked women
to stand at regular intervals along the road-side must be good.

6

Master Cheng Yen - The "Mother Teresa of Taiwan"
In 1966, with the help of a few housewives, this humble Buddhist nun established the Tzu Chi
Foundation. Chances are you've unknowingly come across one of their hospitals or colleges. 40 years
later she still works tirelessly, not only to improve health and education facilities in Taiwan, but also to
provide disaster relief around the world.
Nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1996, it's surely only a matter of time before the Norwegians
bestow this honor upon her.
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The spiritualization of sensuality is called love: it is a great triumph over Christianity.
Friedrich Nietzsche

5

The children
As teachers, many of us are in a good position to appreciate the differences between the children here and
those back home.
Generally, kids here have an innocence that their Western counterparts are all too quick to throw off. A
smiling, respectful kid who isn't too "cool" to let him or herself have fun is the exception in the West. Here it's
the norm.

4

Xpat Life
How diverse are the friendships that you've made here? How unique are the stories that you've heard? Now,
ask yourself how many of these things would have been possible if we weren't all thrown together in a foreign
land. How many of these people would you have had the chance to meet in your home country?
For this reason alone, I will always be happy I came to Taiwan.

3

Taroko Gorge
Taroko is awesome, a stunning natural feature that in my opinion, must
rank as Taiwan's best. Though it may be true that other countries such as
the U.S. or Canada have places with more beauty. But we mustn't forget
how big Taiwan is.

2

24 hours a day
Whatever you want, whenever you want it. Nothing's difficult in 24 hour
Taiwan. Back home in England shops close at 6 p.m. How quaint.

1

The people
Hands up, how many of you speak Chinese? Now tell
me in what way has that ever been a problem?
Instead of making us feel bad for our fecklessness
with their language, people here feel guilty for not
knowing enough English to be able to help us better.
Instances of Taiwanese graciousness take place so
often that many of us take it for granted. We shouldn't
though, because it's a truly incredible thing.
I don't know how many times I've needed assistance;
only to find some kind soul offering to help. And not
only do they help me, they offer their assistance with
a grace and humility that I've never experienced in
any other country.
For this reason, and a hundred others, the Taiwanese
people rightly take their place as the No. 1 reason to
love Taiwan.

Interview

An Interview with Kevin Lin
By Matt Gibson
When Kevin Lin, a postgraduate student and Taiwan’s
most famous endurance athlete, agreed to an interview with Xpat I was stoked. Kevin is an internationally
renowned ultramarathon champion. He races distances
measuring in the hundreds of kilometers through extreme climates such as deserts and arctic snowfields.
He was recently commissioned by Matt Damon’s movie
company, LivePlanet, to join a team of three endurance
athletes that will run over 4000 miles across the Sahara
desert in less than 80 days (more than two marathons
per day). If you mention his (Chinese) name to your Taiwanese friends they will undoubtedly nod in recognition.
This was going to be a groundbreaking interview for Xpat
– our first real celebrity.

XPAT: How long have you been running
ultamarathons?
KL: Probably….over than 10yrs.
XPAT: How many ultamarathons have you run?
Where were they?
KL: Ha……too many….
XPAT: What did you place in each?
KL: I won sometime. But I took 2 or 3 place usually.

But, when it came to actually scheduling the interview,
Kevin’s phone was always busy or went unanswered.
After a few brief e-mail attempts to pin him down to a
time and place it became clear that between training,
shooting the movie, and writing his thesis, Kevin would
not have time to meet the editor from little ol’ Xpat.

XPAT: What’s your current ranking?
KL: I did first place in 4 desert event in 2006. Gobi3/

In a last ditch attempt to save the interview I e-mailed
Kevin a list of questions and received Kevin’s reply a few
days later. When I read his responses it was clear that
he written them while standing in line at 7-Eleven waiting to buy a Supau.

XPAT: What do you usually eat in a day?
KL: Ha….I can eat any thing. No special foods for me.

So, it didn’t turn out has great as I’d hoped. But nonetheless, here it is for your perusal: the Xpat exclusive
interview with Taiwan’s Ultramarathon Man – chinglish
and all.
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Xpat Magazine: How old are you?
Kevin Lin: 1976/11/19

Acatama1/Sahara2/Antarctica3

XPAT: What’s your daily training routine?
KL: (Run) 150km~280km per week.

XPAT: What’s your favorite unhealthy food?
KL: Probably….COKE
XPAT: Why did you start running ultramarathons?
KL: I love to see the world and to feel all different body

system. Include psychology and physical.

XPAT: I’ve heard that you were scheduled to start
production of Running the Sahara in October. Have you
started working on the movie?
KL: Yes I do. The live planet was came to TPE to filming
for me last month. And we also filming in Chicago city in
Aug 2006.
XPAT: What is Running the Sahara about?
KL: This is 3 man from US and Canada and Taiwan man

to run the 6500km in Sahara in 3 month. www.runningthesahara.com

XPAT: What will you do in Running the Sahara?
KL: RUN…..and RUN and RUN….ha….In fact that we will

take care and make donation for local children.

XPAT: What are your personal goals with making Running the Sahara?
KL: Finish and to write thesis on my master degree.
XPAT: I’ve read that Running the Sahara is also going
to discuss the Sahara desert and the people that live
there. Can you tell me a bit about this?
KL: Hnnnn. Actually I don’t know. This is movie secrecy. I can not talk to much this movie. Because I have
contact with liveplanet.
XPAT: When will you start the run? How long will it
take? When do you expect to finish?
KL: 11/1. and 80km per day. We hope can finish it
before 2/1.
XPAT: Are you doing anything special to train for this
ultramarathon?
KL: No. just living health and keep to exercise everyday
XPAT: Is it possible that you may die on the trip?
KL: Maybe.!!!! I know that running 6500km in the

sahara desert is very serious project. We all try to image
and prepare lot of thing to avoid accident. So, we have
very strong goal to finish.

XPAT: What would be the most likely problem that
could lead to disaster on this trip?
KL: Probably virus and local robbers and mine.

XPAT: Have you ever encountered a dangerous situation during an ultramarathon before? Can you tell me
about it?
KL: Dehydrate. Because I lost my route.
XPAT: How does your girlfriend feel about the risks of
running ultramarathons?
KL: Ha… I don’t know.
XPAT: What do you consider to be your greatest vic-

tory?

KL: Yes. This will be human victory.

From the Road

You must either conquer and rule or serve and lose, suffer or triumph, be the anvil or the hammer
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Ads
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Brave men rejoice in adversity, just as brave soldiers triumph in war.
Lucius Annaeus Seneca

22

The human spirit needs to accomplish, to achieve, to triumph to be happy.
Ben Stein
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John Cheever
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n a fit of boredom from staying
in the city, our heroine Caroline
decided to sign herself up for a
weekend mountain trip to Yu Shan
(Jade Mountain to us English speakers). She had no idea where it was
or what the weekend would entail,
but she did have the presence of
mind to invite a friend so she wasn’t
going off into the wilds of Taiwan
with complete strangers. ‘What if
they all turn out to be idiots?’ she
thought. Better to have at least one
semi-normal person along with her.
So, after madly packing on Thursday
night, she stoically rode her bicycle
to work in the morning wearing a
huge purple backpack. The locals
stared at her and could barely contain their amusement. Where was
this silly young girl going with such a
large purple backpack?
After working all day she raced into
a taxi to return to Hsiao Gang to pick
up the monstrous bag and Erin, her
partner in crime. They dashed off to
meet the others at a camping shop.
People were milling about and, after

everyone arrived, they headed out in
two mini-vans. During the drive, Erin
and our Caroline chatted incessantly
– much to the annoyance of the
other passengers – about the travels
and dramas that occurred on their
Chinese New Year vacations.
Four hours of increasingly windy
roads took them higher and higher
into the mountains. They first drove

some of the
trekkers...hurled
in the bushes
past slopes of leafy palm trees and
then later needled alpine trees.
They arrived at 2:30am. After exiting the bus, Erin and Caroline were
overcome with breathing problems.
Taiwanese people stared at them
clutching their throats and making gargling noises, but after a few
minutes the foreigners became more
accustomed to the chilly, smog-less
air. The expedition leader told them

We triumph without danger when we conquer without glory
Pierre Corneille

to bunk down in one of the tents
and sleep until five. Thus, our brave
travelers found themselves huddled
in a cold tent with some guy they
didn’t know.
With little or no sleep the group
emerged from their canvas abodes,
strapped on their packs, and began climbing. Breakfast was served
2.5km up the road with the early
birds getting the eggs and our girls
getting the scraps. It doesn’t pay to
be polite in the wilds of Taiwan.
They were really going off the beaten
path now. At the trailhead (yes,
trail – this was not a paved path for
old folks and women in high heeled
shoes), was a sign that read “Beware
of wild animals, poisonous snakes
and warms”. Laughing, they started
the trek. Over the first 1.5km, the
girls started to question the sanity of
the expedition. Their packs seemed
heavier with each step and the trail
alternated between steep climbs and
equally steep traverses back down. It
all seemed like a cruel trick. Erin was
carrying what felt like a 5kg bag of

potatoes and carrots while Caroline
had been saddled with the unbearable weight of the Ramen noodle
packets.
They encountered a “warm” at one
point, but they bravely continued on.
The natives seemed restless. They
were coming down the mountain in
large groups – not a good sign. They
greeted the girls with smiles and
strange words in their native tongue.
The scenery evoked memories of
Canada and they paused several
times to savor the clean, crisp air.
There was a vague sense that something was amiss in the world and
they strained to hear the approaching danger, but there was none. It
was quiet! Caroline fought off the
urge to put on her headphones. Instead, she forced herself to listen to
the waterfalls and the chirping birds.
After numerous breaks they came to
a staircase leading to the base of a
sheer cliff. Little did they know that
mischievous monkeys liked to hurl
rather large rocks at the heads of
unsuspecting hikers. Luckily for the
girls, one of the stone throwers was
premature with his first toss and the
climbers were warned. They stood
on the steps, took a deep breath,
which was getting harder to do as
they gained altitude, and made a run
for it. A fury of stones rained down
in their wake but the girls arrived on
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the other side with nary a scratch.
They continued in an ever-growing
daze of sleep deprivation, exhaustion and altitude sickness. The clouds
rolled in and at times the cold fog
engulfed them. They scrambled up
slippery slopes, tripped on rocks
and cursed the makers of the large
steps that made climbing up with a
pack nearly impossible. Aren’t Asian
people supposed to be short? Who
made these giant steps? Finally, after

A fury of stones rained
down in their wake
hours of hiking with nothing but fruit
and chocolate to sustain them, they
approached the Lodge. Nearing the
end of the day’s journey, Caroline
stumbled and fell but she pulled
herself up and continued up the last
50m that consisted solely of steps.
How nasty! The thought of leaving
her pack at the base and crawling
up on her hands and knees seemed
enticing, but she slowly made her
way to the top. The rain started just
as they arrived with time enough
for them to grab their raincoats and
throw their bags into the tent they
would share with three other people.
The elusive peak was hidden behind
rain clouds and it was doubtful that
they would be able to reach the sum-

Sharing a triumph with someone is an incredible high.
Cynthia Weil

mit by sunset. Food was prepared
and eaten with little enjoyment.
The evening consisted of five freezing and exhausted hikers crammed
into a tent, trying to sleep, avoid the
thunderstorm, alleviate headaches
and quell nausea. The rain continued
all night, so when they were rudely
awoken at 2:30 am, the group was
shocked to discover a clear sky filled
with stars and a nearly full moon to
light the way. Caroline’s hopes of
being able to stay in bed and sleep
were cruelly dashed. They formed
a line and started the 2.5 km ascent, scrambling over rocks in the
near darkness. As mountain goats
raced ahead, some of the trekkers
spread out as others, less comfortable, hurled in the bushes. Daybreak
loomed and Caroline didn’t think that
she’d make it to the summit in time.
“Five minutes to sunrise!” A voice
called as the stragglers strained up
the last few meters.
Caroline reached the peak, greeted
by cheers. The group hunkered down
in the calm morning to watch the sun
rise over the surrounding peaks and
take the requisite photos. Looking
down at the clouds from above was
amazing. They felt like they were
on top of the world. All shared the
euphoria of conquering the highest
peak in Northeast Asia.

Gettin’ it done

How to Apply for a Permit to Climb Yushan
By Matt Gibson

uThe Rundown
There are two permits you must apply for in Yushan National Park – a
park entry permit (which is issued
by the park) and a mountain entry
permit (which is issued by the police).
First you should apply for the park
entry permit. Yushan is a very
popular destination, and the number of people the park allows to
enter is limited. So, when there
are more applications than spaces
(which is normal), the park holds a
lottery for entry permits. I rec-

ommend that you apply for your
park entry permit one month in advance so that you will be entered
in the lottery.
Only if you win the lottery should
you apply for your mountain entry permit. You’ll be pretty much
guaranteed to get it. It’s just a
bit of paperwork, but it’s a bit of
a hassle as the police don’t have
the application available in English on their website. To obtain
the application you will have to
contact them (information below).

vApplication for Park Entry
What you need:
copies of the application completed in
full. The application form can be downloaded
from the park’s application webpage at: http://
www.ysnp.gov.tw/en/park_entry/parkentry.html)

u Three

v One
w One

copy of your hiking plan.
self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Mail above items between one week and one month
before your trip to:
Yushan National Park
No. 300, Sec. 1, Chung Shan Rd.,
Shuili Hsiang, Nantou County 553
Taiwan, R.O.C.

xAccomodations
If you wish to stay in the park you should
also make reservations at Paiyun Village. Paiyun Villiage is a hostel inside the park on the
trail to Yushan that holds 90 people. If you
wish to stay there you must check ‘Paiyun Villiage Accommodation’ on your Park Entry Application. The cost is NT$220 per person and must be
paid in advance.
There’s also a campground at Paiyun Villiage
that holds 40 people. Reservations and a Park
Entry Permit are necessary to stay there. The
Paiyun Village Accommodation Services Center can
be contacted at (049) 234-8257.
For more information on how to apply, contact
the Yushan National Park Headquarters between 9
am and 4:30 pm at:
(049) 277-3121 ext. 242
300, Jungshan Rd., Sec. 2, Shueili Shiang, Nantou or visit the Yushan National Park applications web page at: http://www.ysnp.gov.tw/en/
park_entry/parkentry.html
Television is the triumph of machine over people.
Fred Allen

wApplication for Mountain Entry
If you win the lottery and get your Park
Entry Permit, then you can apply for your
Mountain Entry Permit.
What you need:
copies of the mountain entry application, completed in full (including: group
name list, itinerary, environmental protection guidelines, and emergency preparedness measures) You can obtain the
application from the Nantou County Police
Department:
(049) 223-4302
669, Chungshin Rd., Nantou City, Nantou
County
fad@mail.ncpb.gov.tw

u Four

v A copy of each group member’s I.D. or
w Three copies of your hiking plan
x Three copies of your hiking route map
y NT$10 per person
z A self addressed, stamped envelope

ARC

Mail above items between one week and one
month before your trip to the Nantou County Police Department (address above).

Photo-Factual Essay

Pr otest
A Primer on Taiwanese Democracy

Anti A-Bian

T

aiwan has a tradition of corrupt
politics, and, unfortunately, its first democratic president has
not been able to change
it. On Nov. 3 prosecutors indicted first lady,
Wu Shu-jen on charges of
corruption and forgery
related to mishanling of
the “state affairs fund”.
Three of Chen Shui-bian’s top aides, including former Deputy General
Secretary Ma Yung-cheng,
Director Lin-Te-hsun, and
Treasurer Chen Chenghui, were also indicted.
Chen himself would also
have also been indicted
on charges of graft and
forgery, but prosectuors are
unable to lay charges because
of presidential immunity.
Prosecutors promise that Chen
will be charged as soon as he
leaves office.
Chen Shuei-Bian has arguably
become the most unpopular
public figure in Taiwan. In
March 2000 his approval rating hit a record low (5.8%
according to the opposition group Taiwan Solidarity Union,). Public discontent over corruption and
fraud draws noisy crowds into
the streets almost every day
while many DPP supporters and
high profile DPP members are
jumping ship. Now Chen faces a sad truth: there is no
friendship in politics.
The key figure behind the
anti-presidential rally is
Chen’s ex-lawyer/friend/party leader, Shih Ming-teh.
Six years ago, he helped the

Text and Photography by Teveli Gabor
rally. Encouraged by live
performances of political
rap, colorful masquerades
and chanting of “Ah-Bian,
Xia Tai!” (Ah-Bian, step
down!), many protesters
find more fun in the demonstrations than political commitment. Taiwanese
aboriginal groups – in
traditional costumes –
sing along, regardless of
the oppressive aboriginal policy imposed in the
past by the KMT. Ironically, the same factors
that fuel the anti-presidential protests now,
contributed to the fall
of the old KMT regime.

president to his historical victory over their rival
party, the KMT. Now, with the
same optimism and energy that
helped propel Chen to power,
Shih animates the KMT-red
mass in order to behead the
DPP.
Although the ongoing demonstration – launched on Sept.
9 – remains calm and rather
cheerful, pictures of fist
fights and scuffles have found
their way to the headlines.
It took time until DPP supporters got their counterrallies organized, but eventually the thumbs down for
the president received a
retort: the pro-Chen “I love
you” hand gesture (which is
oddly reminiscent of the satanic “horns” of heavy metal
fans).
The comical battle of hand
gestures has encouraged a
crowd of young Taiwanese to
join the president bashing

Nothing can bring you peace but yourself; nothing, but the triumph of principles.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Both parties have been
marred by corruption at some
point. The question now is:
can Taiwan hear the voice
of common sense amidst the
noise? Political analysts say
the protests have only increased populism. Meanwhile
President Chen has made clear
he will not resign.
Like typical young democracies, the opposition in Taiwan does not want a reform
in the governing party – it
wants to replace it. Right
now, it seems as though they
might just have to wait two
more years.
Teveli Gabor is a Hungarian photojournalist who has
worked with National Geographic and Lonely Planet.
He currently works as a correspondent for a Hungarian
newspaper and lives in Taiwan
(www.teveli.net).

Pro A-Bian

Text and Photography by Cheng Kai-Chun
Photo Manipulation by Matt Gibson

C

a populist touch. Much of
Chen’s appeal lies in his
personal dynamism and his
down-to-earth personality as
he’s always referred to as ABian.

hen Shui-bian wasn’t
smiling during the 2006
National Day Celebrations on Oct. 10, with tens
of thousands of demonstrators chanting such slogans
as “Step down, A-Bian!” and
“Shame on you!”
What’s worse is that, scuffles
between members of Chen’s
Democratic People’s Party
(DPP) and the main opposition
party KMT broke out as security guards tried to remove
the KMT legislators who unfurled banners accusing Chen
of corruption and demanding
his resignation.
Recently Taiwan has been divided on whether to depose
its feisty, outspoken leader. Since Sept. 9, a former
chairman of Chen’s DPP has
led a non-stop sit-in campaign calling on Chen to
step down over allegations
of graft and insider trading
that involved his family and
some of his closest aides.

Chen’s wife Wu Shu-chen allegedly received and spent
about NT$240,000 in department-store vouchers given in
exchange for lobbying efforts. She and three of her
huband’s top aides have since
been charged.
On the other hand, pro-independence supporters still
believe in Chen, a native
Taiwanese lawyer-turnedpolitician, who is seen as
a charismatic public speaker from a humble background
and a democratic fighter with

The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.
Edmund Burke

Many grassroots independenceminded supporters came, under a burning subtropical sun
on a Saturday, from central
and southern Taiwan to voice
their support for the embattled Taiwan president and
his corruption-plagued family members, to counter the
“Dao Bian” (“to topple Bian”)
campaign.
This is a war of colors. ProChen supporters dressed in
green, the party color of the
DPP, while anti-Chen protestors wore red T-shirts and
headbands to express their
anger.
Cheng Kai-Chun is a documentarian and producer for Focus Taiwan Pictures (www.
focustaiwan.com)

The Homefront

By Anonymous
Photography by Steven Vigar
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The harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph
Thomas Paine
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Next to the striking of fire and the discovery of the wheel, the greatest triumph of what we
call civilization was the domestication of the human male.
Max Lerner
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Positiveness is an absurd foible. If you are in the right, it lessens your triumph; if in the wrong, it adds
shame to your defeat.
Lawrence Stern
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The Homefront

Each of us living here knows
the feeling of moving to a
new country and starting a
new life. Many of us left behind dreams and ambitions in
the pursuit of fulfilling monetary goals. Even though in
the United States I was able
to reach many personal goals,
others evaded me.
Alexander the Great conquered
his fears and accomplished his
greatest achievements after
leaving Macedonia and traveling to lands thousands of
miles away from his home. One
of the things that I had always wanted to do was to ride
a motorcycle, sweeping through
the corners and flying down
straights. However, riding in
America is synonymous with
brawls, attitude
and bad boys—not
the crowd I wanted
to run with. Not to
mention the fact that
my family would have
disowned me for even
thinking about buying a
motorcycle. One evening
as I sat in my Floridian
condo I decided that in
order for me to accomplish
my remaining goals, and ride
my bike to freedom, I needed
to change my scenery. Influences in my personal life at
the time got me on the path
to realizing my lost goals in
Taiwan.

the first thing on one’s mind.
Fate is a funny thing and one
of its twists dropped me off
with a Taiwanese family in the
San-Min district. On my second day I was ushered around
the city and the sights; shops
and streets were explained to
me. Of course, by the time we
got home I remembered nothing.
Then destiny happened. We were
standing in the alley when
the father stepped out of the
garage with his Kymco 125cc,
five-speed motorcycle. The moment I saw it, images of me
cruising down the street flooded my imagination. He asked me
if I had ever ridden a motorcycle before. For a half
second I pondered how I should
reply. Obviously, if I said

I first set foot in Taiwan it
was Friday night Sept. 1,
2005. The first thing that
caught my eye was the sight
of two-wheeled freedom everywhere. Of course trying to
fulfil goals when you have just
moved to a new country is not
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To win without risk is to triumph without glory.
Pierre Corneille

that I had never ridden before, which was the truth, he
probably wouldn’t let me ride
his bike. On the other, if I
lied he would likely allow me
to borrow his bike. Knowing
that I would need a way to get
to Mandarin class and work,
lying seemed like the best option. So, I told him that I
had lots of riding experience.
He handed me the keys and I
started shaking with worry. I
had no idea what to do. I sat
on the bike for about thirty
seconds looking at it. I finally called the father over
and asked him to give me a few
pointers about changing gears.
He seemed shocked. I was worried he would realize I’d lied
so I told him that bikes in

For a moment I sat there realizing that things could have
turned out much differently
and that I could be lost, penniless and scared. Instead, I
had mounted my metal stallion
and braved this new world and
triumphed over my fears.

the U.S. were different from
the motorcycles here. I explained I just needed a quick
overview to get started. He
told to me how to change the
gears and offered a few suggestions about braking and I
was off.
It was about 10 o’clock at
night when I rode into the

I was or how to get home. I
didn’t have any money, identification or a phone with me.
Panic set in quickly. I pulled
myself together and tried to
figure out how I was going to
find my way home. Earlier in
the day I’d noticed a sizeable
park near where I was staying and figured that if I could
find the park then I could find

That day instilled in me a new
passion: one that has blazed a
trail of my new life here in
Taiwan. In the time of Alexander the Great his horse carried him across distant lands
on great adventures. For the
modern adventurer the horse
has been replaced by horse
power ranging from 50cc all
the way to 2000cc motorcycle
engines. The ride I took on
the 125cc that day sparked
the idea of fulfilling my goal
of owing my own middleweight
bike. Today, I own that 600cc
bike and a 180cc and have accomplished my goal thousands
of miles away from home.
How I came to own the middleweight bike is a story of its
own. But that one has more to
do with beauty than with triumph…..

when I glanced at the gas gauge, which was on
empty... (I) realized that I had no idea where I was

wind letting it blow through
my hair, carelessly turning
here and there, riding through
the maze of the Sam-Min district. In my excitement I
overlooked two small but important details. The fist occurred to me when I glanced
at the gas gauge, which was
on empty—I don’t mean bordering on the red zone that
warns you that you are almost
out of gasoline—it was buried at the bottom of the huge
“E”. It was at the same moment
that I looked around and realized that I had no idea where

the house. Twenty minutes and
half a bucket of nervous sweat
later I happened upon the park
and was on my way home.
When I reached the house
the whole family came outside laughing and asking me
if I had got lost. I was not
amused. My first question was
if the gas gauge was working
properly. I was hoping that he
would say that it was broken
and that I hadn’t been lost
without any petrol, but he reassured me that everything on
the bike was working properly.

A dream will always triumph over reality, once it is given the chance.
Stanislaw Jerzy Lec

From The Road
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Persistent work triumphs.
Virgil

口碑

Kǒu Bēi
(word of mouth)
Dasyue rd

McDonalds

7-11

長榮路3段

大學路

Lane 66
口碑

Kǒu Bēi

Dongning rd

Changrong rd

(word of mouth)

Pizza Hut

Tossed Green / Coleslaw / Potato / Pasta
Carrot & Raison / Seaweed / Tuna / Chicken
Crispy Fries / Onion Rings / Spring Rolls
Hash Browns / Mozzarella Sticks / Poutine
Spicy Chicken Wings / Deep Fried Calamari
Egg / Tofu / Vegetables / Potato Salad / BLT
Cream Cheese / Chicken Salad / Tuna
Cheese (swiss/cheddar)/Ham & Cheese
Salmon Salad/Ham/Salami/Roast Beef
Roast Beef Melt / BBQ Chicken & Cheese
BBQ Pork & Cheese / Tuna Melt w/ Swiss
Black Pepper Ham Melt /Garlic Sausage
Pizza Melt / German Sausage & Sauerkraut
Bavarian Smk Sausage & Sauerkraut

Start by choosing your noodles ...
Spaghetti, Udon, Thick, Thin or * Rice
And sauce ..

東寧路
Working House

11h 23h
7 days

1F, No 2, Lane 66, Changrong rd, Sec 3,Tainan

台南市東區長榮路３段66巷2號１樓
(06) 275 3694

coffeenoodlepastasubmarinesandwichsnacksalad

KouBeiHalfPage.pdf 20/11/2006 12:38:28 PM

M.S.G.
FREE

tomato sauce
asian sauce

indi-thai curri
tomato cream

Then add what you want...
Vegetables / Tofu / Chicken / Meat / Bacon
Tuna / Smk Salmon / Clam / Shrimp / Seafood
Espresso / American / Cappucino / Café Latté
Café Mocha Frappé / Café Caramel Frappé
Café Vanilla Frappé / Cho Hot Coco/ Soda

MEAL SET + 90NT$(soup of the day, salad & drink)

Every great and commanding movement in the annals of the world is due to the
triumph of enthusiasm
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Triumphs of Teaching Writing Contest
Grand Prize Winner

Award: NT$3000

sponsored by

By Andrew Crosthwaite
Artwork by Danny Usher
Mr. Walker was a teacher
feared, secretly or otherwise,
by most of the school. He was
an old-school guy who, even
in the 1990s, felt comfortable inflicting physical pain on
any misbehaving students. His
favorite tactic was to pull you
out of your seat by your sideburns. He once rammed his index
finger into my ear to point out
that I was not listening. At
the time I silently cursed him,
but now I just hope my ears
were clean. I owe this man an
immense debt of gratitude, not
for the finger in my ear but for
another lesson he taught me.
At 16 I was a bad student. It
seemed like everyone expected
me to fail my exams. One day
I was in Mr. Walker’s class
spouting half-assed excuses
for another bad essay when he
turned to the class and said,
“One day Crosthwaite will realize that not everyone is
against him; that there are
those who believe in him. I
only hope that he does not realize this too late.”
I was struck dumb, unable to
laugh off what had been said.
It was one of those moments
where you want to act cocky and
arrogant, like you’re too cool
for this, but you can’t. Those
words made a big impact on me - one that I couldn’t shake. It
may sound a little corny, but
over the next few months I began to put more effort into my
work and studies. Suffice to say
that I didn’t fail my exams.

Now, I can’t say that I made
the change for my teacher. It
was strictly for myself that I
started working hard again, but
were it not for what he said
that day, I know I would never
have done a thing.
So many of our triumphs in
teaching are short lived and
our lessons forgotten. It would
be easy to give up and stop
caring about the students. To
do this though, to work for
the paycheck instead of those
moments in the classroom when
we know we have done something
special, would be to give up on
the greatest rewards of this
job.
As teachers we are privileged
to be in a position
to give our students
the tools to
better themselves,

to inspire and build confidence,
or simply to brighten his or
her day. The greatest privilege
of teachers, though, is that we
are in a position to change the
course of our students’ lives.
If we want to inspire our students then we must invest the
time and energy it takes to
get to know them. Such things
require a great deal of effort.
For some people it isn’t worth
it, but for Mr. Walker it was,
and I for one will be forever
grateful.

Triumphs of Teaching Writing Contest
Runner Up

Award: NT$1500
sponsored by
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A man with a grain of faith in God never loses hope, because he ever believes in the ultimate triumph of Truth
Mahatma Ghandi

Triumphs of Teaching Writing Contest
Second Runner Up

Award: NT$500

sponsored by

By Sam Sherry
Artwork by Lisa Allen

A couple of months ago, I was
asked to sub for what turned out to
be one of those horrific classes. It
was for two days. I was inexperienced and other teachers had quit
the school before over that class.
I came away from those two days
with an immense respect for teachers who succeed with such classes
and love what they do. I have since
continued to teach, and have even
managed to savour a few small
victories of my own.
One of these triumphs took place
back in the spring, when I spent a
week as a substitute teacher for a
class of two boys aged 10 and 11.
They could not have been greater
opposites. The older boy was
highly intelligent and he knew it.
He was one of those smart-arses who would jump in at every
opportunity to answer a question, and was usually right. The
younger boy was very quiet and
would only speak up only when
coerced.
Despite my lack of experience I
was keen to encourage the younger boy to speak. I tried reading
aloud, playing games of noughts
and, and of course, the ubiquitous sticky ball. I can hear some
of you shuddering from here, but
they both seemed to enjoy themselves--at least until they had a
writing lesson.
While the older boy was happily
scribbling away, the younger
boy stared blankly at an empty
page. As I tried in vain to
encourage him to write, I

ignored a golden rule of motivating
children: if you make something a
task, it will never be fun or easy.
But, how to make it fun? I didn’t
realise the answer until the end of the
week. I was sick of seeing that tragic, pained expression on his face as
he struggled to answer questions. I
decided I’d just let him enjoy himself.
So we played out an impromptu penalty shoot-out using the sticky ball,
with me as “goalkeeper” standing in
front of the whiteboard. He took great

bunch of flashcards, every possible
way you can score or get called out
in cricket, shuffled them thoroughly,
and got the kids to take turns to
draw cards from the top of the pile.
To my surprise, before long they
were excitedly pulling out “six” (like
a home run in baseball), even groaning with dismay after pulling out “leg
before wicket” or “run out” cards (for
the uninitiated, these are bad news
when you are batting). Soon, they
were even competing to see who
could get the highest score before
“getting out”.
If, like me, you still struggle to
control those little terrors that seem
unable to sit still for five minutes,
don’t give up hope. It takes time and
experience to learn how to be swift
and firm in your actions.

delight in throwing the
ball past my diving, outstretched
arms at the board, and I gave him
three points for every “goal”. I
think I got a bit high on the adrenaline from lunging desperately to
my left and right, sometimes knocking down, and even catching, the ball.
We were both laughing and smiling,
and, eventually he won. It was the
happiest I’d seen him all week.
Somehow, even if he hadn’t grasped
a single word of what I’d been
teaching him, having fun was all
that mattered.
Since I started teaching private
students, usually without the
safety net of a lesson plan, I’ve
found that triumph can often be
as simple as seeing my students
happy. Because I am from Australia, many students ask me
about that strange English game,
cricket. After digging up some
material online for them to read,
I devised a game to get them
familiar with the different ways of
scoring and how batsmen can get
out. Before class, I wrote, on a

Triumph for an English teacher takes
many forms. It could be the satisfaction you gain from seeing the change
in individual students in your class.
Perhaps it’s earning the praise of your
laoban for doing a great job with a
difficult class, or even using your substantial experience dealing with kids
to open your own school in a foreign
land. But small triumphs, like the
ones just shared with you, happen
every day in schools all over Taiwan
and each one is worth savouring.
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When I sat down to write an article
about teaching English in Taiwan,
the first things that came to mind
were the horror stories: kids
fighting, swearing, talking about
porn, pulling each others’ pants
down - and they were just the tenyear-olds.
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From The Road

My sister introduced me to the world of mountain biking
during my final months on Vancouver Island in British Columbia,
Canada, before I left for Taiwan. I’d owned a beat up Kona for a
few years, but had never gotten past the level of road rides into

BY CHRIS SCOTT

Photography by Evon Lee &
Sheldon Putter

town and pedaling along the local paved cycling trail – hardly
the stuff that induces an adrenaline rush. But that summer we
had a wonderful time grinding our way, hacking and wheezing,
up the Comox Lake logging road and blasting down the dozens
of trails that snake through the forest there, occasionally
stopping at some vantage point to soak up the panorama of
Georgia Strait and the Coastal Mountain range that spread out
in front of us.
When the time came to leave home and start anew across the
sea, a deep sense of reluctance set in to bid farewell to what
had been the most enjoyable hobby of my life. We were to leave
at 5 am on Friday morning. Thursday afternoon saw us on the
trail for one last ride, the skin of the Arbutus trees crackling
under our tires and the surface of the lake sparkling lazily in the
sun.
On arriving in Taiwan I was happy to discover the price
tags for bikes here were a lot smaller than back home.
Unfortunately, there were a lot of necessities to buy: scooters,
air conditioners, and furniture, so dropping forty thousand NT
on a bicycle was hard to justify. However, a grab-life-by-thehorns South African couple I’d met upon my arrival needed no
justification. Sheldon insisted on lending me the money, bought
himself a bike too, and told me about a network of trails he’d
discovered in nearby Hutopi.
The next year and a half was glorious. Saturday night would
see us ripping up the nightclubs till dawn, then out on the
trail by noon and riding for hours alternately expelling sweat,
blood, and endless laughter. Occasionally Sheldon would have
to stop to regurgitate the remnants of the night’s excesses
into the bush, but he was always back on his bike in seconds,
barely breaking the flow of our ride. As time went by, our daring
expanded to encompass lines and hucks that we had initially
only dreamed of doing. Trails that seemed too steep to ride
came within our ability. The feeling of accomplishing what we
had previously thought impossible was indescribable. Riding
home into tropical sunsets each Sunday, we reveled in a state
of purity that only complete exhaustion can bring.
When we got tired of the same old trails, we hooked up
with another rider and trailered our three identical Giants
to Taidung for a weekend of gun-toting maniacs in the bar
and bleary-eyed Sunday morning rides. Even getting lost for
three hours and being unable to find the trailhead couldn’t
blemish the majesty of the trip.
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Success is the doing, not the getting; in the trying, not the triumph
Zig Ziglar

Kevin said he’d hold it for our arrival.
We arrived home in mid July. The warmth of the coast seeming frigid compared to the sweltering
heat of Taiwan. But when I picked up my gleaming new ride a nagging fear crept over me. Would
the thrill still be there? Had I already achieved all I could from riding?
Happily, it took all of five minutes to exorcise these demons. As soon as we turned off the
road and hit the first descent, I felt the old rush again as if for the first time. Every root was a
challenge; every rocky chute and skinny was an adventure. The biggest thrill, though, came
from watching Evon. Her initial trepidation gave way to increasing confidence, until, reaching
the end of our first ride, she was tackling and nailing stunts I remembered taking weeks
to work up to. It became easy to forget how inexperienced she was, but even when our
encouragement put her in over her head, she took the crashes in stride remaining bruised
but unbowed. Neither fear of pain nor the occasional hangover could keep her away from
the ride.
Over the summer I once again became a whore for the trail, riding with anybody
whenever the chance arose. The Comox Valley offers an endless array of riding, from
the sticky sweet singletrack of Hornby Island to the world-class freeriding of Mount
Washington. Like a shark in a frenzy, I devoured as much as possible, then found
room to cram in a little more.
I’ve tried my hand at countless sports and hobbies over the years, but my lack of
skill, patience, or coordination soon sapped the thrill and turned play into work.
But it was never that way with mountain biking. Lightning has now struck three
times on two wheels, creating lifelong memories and cementing peerless
friendships. The knowledge that it can strike again at any time is a source of
contentment the likes of which I’ve never known.

But nothing lasts forever. Worn out
from endless forty-hour weeks, shady bosses
and repeated traffic mishaps, Sheldon and Elaine
pulled up stakes and moved back to South Africa. I did
my best to keep riding without my partner, but it was clear that
the magic was gone. It felt like the polarity had shifted, and those
trails, that once came to me in midweek dreams, now repelled
me. Being out there alone, in the place we had shared so many
triumphs, was oppressive. It was the sharing that made the
experience. So, my bike sat and collected dust, tires slowly going
flat as the months passed.
During that time I met the coolest girl Taiwan had ever seen,
and to my surprise, she agreed to marry me. She’d never been
to Canada so we decided to take a long honeymoon there. As
planning for our trip progressed, memories and dreams of riding
came flooding back. I could think of little else. When I shared my
longing to reclaim the glory of the trail with my wife, she readily
agreed to join me, even though she had never done this kind of
riding before. Around the same time, one of my old riding partners
was looking to get rid of his Rocky Mountain RM7. Crafted like
a Panzer tank, this hand-built bike has fat assed knobby tires,
hydraulic disc brakes, and more suspension than most 4X4 trucks.
It is made to be hurled off cliffs and bulldoze anything in its path.

The important thing in life is not to triumph but to compete
Pierre de Coubertin

Excerpt

To Squat or
Not to Squat
By Marion Erskine Artwork by Jasyn Chen
Excerpted from an untitled book about life in Taiwan from the perspective of a foreigner to be published this winter by Banner Publishing.

I

t was another unexciting
day in Taiwan when I first
encountered a squat toilet. I’d heard of these notorious toilets in the East, but I
prayed that I would never have
to use one. In South Africa we
don’t have squat toilets and
we’re much happier to sit during
the performance.

down? I don’t know! What if I
make a mess? Does the arch face
me or my back? What do I hold
onto? I realized that I hated
squats in physical education
class too, and now I was forced

This day, Mother Nature called
in the wrong place at the wrong
time, and there was no way out
of this situation. I opened the
bathroom door and there it was—a
porcelain hole waving at me from
the ground. Today was the day
that I would have to figure out
how these things work. But how?
We all have our pride, and I
wasn’t bold enough to just walk
up to a Taiwanese friend and
say: “Hey mate, how do your
toilets work over here?”
I walked in slowly, took a deep
breath and closed the door behind me. I stared at it for a
while. How do you mount this
thing? How do you stand? How
far do your pants have to go
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If misery loves company, then triumph deserves an audience
Brian Moore

to do this.
I still don’t know how I
achieved this, but I lowered my
pants to my knees and stood over
the hole facing the door. The
arch was behind me. Let’s hope
for the best. I reached back and
placed my right hand on the porcelain arch, then the left. I
spread my legs far and wide, and
here was the “stupid foreigner”
resembling a human table for his
first squatting experience. The
pain in my upper arms was extreme and I thought to myself:
“Goodness, these people must
have amazing arms to do this!”
I got out of there safely without making any mess. I successfully completed the dreadful
task.
It was weeks later, when I
was finally bold enough to ask
a friend how to use a squatter properly. I couldn’t stop
laughing when I heard his version of the instruction manual
to Taiwanese squatters! But I
still think my way is a great
way for working the triceps.

Xpat Directory >> Kaohsiung

Enlish Rating Key
E+

Perfect or nearly
fluent

E

Can communicate
clearly for business
transactions

E-

Can communicate with
some effort

Community Services
E+

Access Kaohsiung Community Services
Information center with
English library and free
internet
801 Chongde Rd., Tsoying
Dist.
0971 119930 (Melissa)

Churches

C
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G

Chinese only
If there’s no rating
next to a business,
it’s because we don’t
know. If you find
out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com
Accomodations

E+ International Friendship
House
83, Wunzih Rd., Lane 129
0971 119930(Melissa)
E Station Hostel
2F-2, Fusing 1st Rd., Lane
205
0919 880872 (Henry)
0910 77682 (Tiffany)
altima278@hotmail.com

Arts / Education
E+ Mindful Phoenix Arts
The Center
20 Jung Jeng 2nd Rd., 12F
(07) 229-8301
The Space
165 Jung Jeng 2nd Rd. 2F
(07) 223-0581
www.mindfulpheonix.com
E Womb Bloc
3F, 67 JhongJeng 2nd Rd.
www.lofi.url.com.tw/womb

Barbers / Stylists
E+ Lanie Carriere
Hair Cuts and Waxing
0934 038494
lanie_carriere@yahoo.ca

Bookstores
C Caves Books
76 Wufu 4th Rd.
(07) 561-5716
45-47 Pingteng Rd., San
Min District
(07) 380-0627
C Eslite Bookstore
218 HePing 1st. Rd., 10F,
LingYa
(07) 222-0800
266-1 ChengGong 1st Rd.,
B2/B3, Ling Ya
(07) 215-9795
21 SanDuo 4th Rd., 17F
ChienJen
(07) 331-3102
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E+ Bread of Life (English
only -- International &
interdenominational)
4F-185 Fu-Guo Rd., Tzoying Dist.
(07) 556-7640 ext. 124
0929-230996
http://english.god.org.tw

Cornerstone Baptist Church
#150 BoAi 4th Rd., Tzoying Dist.
(07) 345-2219
0910 981817
Holy Rosary Cathedral (Roman Catholic)
151 WuFu 3rd Rd., ChinChin
Dist.
(07) 221 4434
E+ Kaohsiung Community Church
(English only -- International and Ecumenical)
218 Ding-Li Rd., San Min
Dist.
(07) 370-7426 (Scott
Grandi)

Computer Repair
E+ Rob
0931 140125
viking.blue@gmail.com

Dentists
E Ease Dental Clinic
158 Fushing 2nd Rd., SinSing Dist
(07) 222-0788
Lotus Dental Hospital
89, Lo Yan Street, SinSing Dist.
(07) 236-7067

Doctors
E+ Family Travel Clinic
265 Yucheng Rd., Tsoying
Dist.
(07) 558-7919
E+ Schmidt Group Practice
Clinic
278 Chingnian 1st Rd.
(07) 251-3388
www.sgpcare.com.tw

Arts / Education
E City Hall
2 Sihwei 3rd Rd., Lingya
District
www.kcg.gov.tw
E Tax Administration, Ministry of Finance
148 Guangjhou 1st St.,
Lingya Dist.
(07) 725-6600

Head Shops
C

Ackrsu
2 Jung Shan 1st Rd., B17
(07) 241-4388

Housing Agents
E+ Cassanova Housing
(07) 225-0666
0933 590508
E Jacky
0932 778098

2F, #60, Fede 3rd
Rd.
Phone:(07)761-1018 Chinese
(07) 227-0271 English
Fax:(07) 761-1002
kva1018@ms47.hinet.net
(Chinese)
jcyshen@yahoo.com (English)
E+ Animals Taiwan Kaohsiung
Branch
info@atkaohsiung.org

E Godspeed
0931 943219

Second
Stores
Second
HandHand
Stores
Import Foods
E Box Store
9 Jhongshan Rd., Sin Sing
Dist.
07) 286-7265

C Genesis Social Welfare
Thrift Shop
58 Mingsheng 2nd Rd.
(07) 261-2861
Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms
Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms

E- Der Hsiung Ingredients
101 Shirchuan 2nd Rd.
(07) 312-7890
319 Sanduo 2nd Rd.
(07) 761-6225
E+ E-store Taiwan
(online imported food)
www.estoretaiwan.com
E- Wollason’s (“The Pineapple
Store”)
151 Benguan Road
(07) 370-2223

Insurance
E Emma
0928763679
lchnghuang@hotmail.com

Language Instruction
E+ Lynn (Chinese Teacher)
0910 461930
lynnyuan0129@ yahoo.com
honeydomo@yahoo.com.tw
E+ Patrick Chi (Chinese
Teacher / English Tour
Guide)
0935 309485

E+ Forge Martial Arts Club
53 Chong Cheng 4th Rd.
0910 622266 (Ben)
forgekaohsiung@yahoo.com
E+ Kaohsiung Massive Football
Club
0916 998606 (Martin)
www.massivefc.com
E+ Taiwan Dive
(07) 226-8854
0916 130288 (Andy)
divingintaiwan@yahoo.com.
tw
www.taiwandive.com
E+ World Gym
165 Linsen 1st Rd
(07) 969-7888
Travel Travel
Agents Agents
E Discount Destinations
0929 770742 (Vera)
ilovelabradog@gmail.com
E Travelstar
(07) 216-4242 (Jackie)
15F-4, 235 Jhongjeng 4th
Rd., ChienChin
www.travelstar.com.tw

E+ Teresa (Spanish Teacher)
tere_wang@yahoo.com

E+ Trump Travel
234 Cheng Gung 1st Rd. 1F
(07) 330-6166 (Peter)
pjltrump@ara.seed.net.tw
www.tttour.com.tw/english/
Home.htm

E+ Wenzao Ursuline College
900 Mintsu 1st Rd., San
Min Dist.
(07) 342-6031

E Air Conditioner Service
0925 451687 (Martin)

E+ Taipei Language Institute
507 JungShan 2nd Rd., 2F
(07) 215-2965

Mechanics
E Kymco
235 Minghua Rd., Gushan
District
(07) 553-1073
E Truman
129 Shicyuan 2nd Rd.
(07) 323-1923
0921 238599

Non-Profit Organizations
E Kaohsiung Voluntary Association
International Volunteer
Dept.
Director - Julie Shen

Workers

Workers

E Blue Truck
Ilene
0910 794446
0935 649117
E Gas Service
Eric
(07) 341-2288
Veterinarians
Veterinarians
E Bigo Animal Hospital
567 Huasia Rd.,
Tsoying Dist
(07) 348-1166
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Enlish Rating Key
E+

Perfect or nearly
fluent

Doctors
E-

E

E-

C

Can communicate
clearly for business
transactions

E+

Can communicate with
some effort
Chinese only
If there’s no rating
next to a business,
it’s because we don’t
know. If you find
out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com

ArtsArts
/ Education
/ Education

E+

Bookstores
Bookstores
Caves Books
12 Guan Chian Rd.
(04) 2326-5559
Nobel Book Store
186 Kung-yi Rd.
(04) 2320-4007
Churches Churches
E

E+

Community Church Of
chung
136-1 Shiu Nan Rd.
(04) 2292-2149

TaiE

St. James
23 Wuchen W. Rd., Sec.1
(04) 2372-5393

E+

E-

Go West Importers
British beer, cider, cheese,
and more! Delivery available.
30 Bao-qing St., Lane 18,
Hsi-Tun Dist.
Ph: (04) 2451-4520
Fax: (04) 2451-4521
info@mailgowest.com
www.gowest.com.tw

Pharmacies
Pharmacies

Revenue (Tax) Office
Head Office
99 Sec.2 Wunsin Rd.
Ph: 0800-436969
0800-086969
(04) 2258-5000
Fax: (04) 2251-6926
(04) 2251-6972

Ackrsu
9-6, Fengjia Rd., Shituen
Dist.
(04) 2452-0797
No Boundaries
30 Jingming 1st St., Situn
Dist.
(04) 2327-2997
0925 105382 (Jane)
janebaby1980@yahoo.com.tw

E+

Taichung Teletubbies Rugby
Club
0918 448824

International Organizations
Orgainizations
International

E+

Taichung Tigers Rugby &
Gaelic Football Club
People’s Park, Kung Yi Road

E+

Taichung Tigers Soccer Club
info@taichung-tigers.com
0934 067605

E+

World Gym
186 Fu Hsiang, Sec. 4, 9F
(Taichung Central Shopping
Center)
(04) 3608-8888

E+

E+

Dentists Dentists
New Love Dental Clinic
28 Shan-Shi Rd.
(04) 2295-5588
Ray-Mei Dental Clinic
108 Shiang Shang Rd.,

E+

American Chamber of Commerce
(AmCham)
36, HuaMei W. St., Sec. 1,
12F, Suite 117
Ph:(04) 2326-7591
Fax:(04) 2326-7595
Rotary Club Taichung
The Landis Hotel
9 TaiZhongGang Rd., Section 2
(04)2320-4758

Biz House(Providence University Chinese Language Education Center)
32 Ta-Sheng St.
Ph:(04) 2319-4845
Fax:(04) 2319-2548
jenna@providenceuniversity.
com

E+

Tunghai University Chinese Language Center
181 TaiZhongGang Rd., section 3
Ph:(04) 2359-0259

Taichung Housing
36, 13-1 Dajhong St.,West
Dist.
(04) 2471-1419
0910 106069 (Judy)
judyhuanghh@yahoo.com.tw
www.englishintaiwan.com/housing.htm

423 TaiZhongGang Rd., Sec. 1
(04) 2326-2126

Language
Instruction
Language
Instruction
E+

Feng Chia University Language
Center
10F, Jen Yan Building 100
WenHua Rd.
Ph: (04) 2451-7520; ext 58705872

Jammy House Rentals
0935 538312
service@jammyhouse.com
www.jammyhouse.com

Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms
Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms

Uncle Jimmy’s American Home
Store
298 Sec.2 Chong De Rd. Taichung
(04) 22476878
unclejimmysmail@yahoo.com

E+

E+

Housing
Housing
Agents Agents

E+

E+

Lu, Chen & Wang Law Office
5F-1, 8 Tzy-Yu Road, Sec. 2
(04) 2225-8001
rmchen@ms3.hinet.net

E+

Museums
E-

F.A.S.T. Foreigner Assistance
Services
Scooter Sales/ rental/ repairs
115 LinSen Rd.
0910 506911 (Darryl)
Tattoos
Tattoo Parlors

E

Lion King Tattoos
51 Gong Yuan Rd. (near San
Ming Rd.)
0922 171241 (English)
0939 183735
TravelTravel
Agents Agents

E+

Green Island Adventures / Sun
Moon Tours
0907 2065479 (Eddie)
www.greenislandadventure.com
greenislandreservations@
yahoo.com

E+

Whose Travel
3F 106 HuaMei W. St., Sec.1
(04) 2326-5191
flights@whosetravel.com
www.whosetravel.com

Mechanics
Mechanics
F.A.S.T. Foreigner Assistance Services
Scooter Sales/ rental/ repairs
115 Linsen Rd.
0910 506911 (Darryl)

Wings Taiwan (Paragliding)
Les Sharp
0928 315215

Scooter
/ Motorcycle Rentals
Rentals
Scooter
/ Motorcycle

LegalLegal
Services
Services

E+

You Kang
168 Yongfu Rd.

Ocean Company
(Scuba Diving Club)
44, Tsun Chung St.
(04) 2376-6195
driftwork@yahoo.com

Jen-Ai Hospital
DongRong Branch
483 DongRong Rd., Tali Dist.
0963 17575 (English info)
(04) 2481-9900 ext 1995, 2911
(appointments)

PC4U
0972 0654479 (Eddie)

E

E+

China Medical College
Hospital
2, Yu De Rd.
(04) 2205-2121

Veterans General Hospital
160, TaiZhongGang Rd., Sec.3
(04) 2359-2525

Club Salsa Cubana
392 Hua Mei W. St.
(04) 2319-2436

Optomotrists
Optomotrists

E+

Computer
Computer
RepairRepair

Dance
Instruction
Dance
Instruction

Import Import
Foods Foods

Government
Offices
Government
Offices

Liu Chuan Branch
36 Liu Chuan E. Rd. , Sec.3
(04) 2225-5450

Taichung Christian Church
(E) 5F 329 WenHsin Rd.,Sec. 4
(04) 2463-4838
0936 291448 (James)

Wenying Gallery
10-5, Shuangshi Rd. Sec.1
(04) 2221-7358

Blair Eye Clinic / Laser
Center
192-4, Beitun Rd.
(04) 2234-6699

Hospitals
Hospitals
E

E-

W Rd.

Finga’s
16,Chung Ming Nan Rd.
(04) 2327-7750
dbboss@gmail.com

Head Shops
Head Shops
C

2 Wuchiuan
Sec.1
(04) 2372-3552

E+

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Bureau of Consular
Affairs, Taichung Branch)
503 LiMing Rd, Sec. 2
Ph: (04) 2251-0799
Fax: (04) 2251-0700
taichung@boca.gov.tw

Veronica
0930 307332
dianaveronyka@yahoo.com

Tung Housing
Elizabeth Tung
(04) 2472 0207
Albert Tung
0921 389256
elizabeth@tunghousing.com
www.tunghousing.com

Lin’s Family Obs/Gyn
Clinic
207, FuXing Rd, Sec.4
(04) 2223-8148

E

Barbers
/ Stylists
Barbers
/ Stylists

C

Ideal Skin Clinic (Dermatologists)
281 Da Dun 12th St.
(04) 2319-6353

Foreign Affairs Police
588, Wenshin Rd. Sec.2
(04) 2327-3875 (24hours)

Wan Ching-Ho Chinese
Painting
38, Daduen 19th St.
(04) 2319-7376

E+

Doctors

E

E

Ninas Beauty Salon
21 Dahe Rd.
(04) 2302-0662

E+

Sec. 1
(04) 2472-3077

Veterinarians
Veterinarians

Museums

National Museum Of Fine
Arts

National Vet Hospital
100 WuQuan 8th St.
(04) 2371-0496 (24h)
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Enlish Rating Key
E+

Computer Repair
E+

Perfect or nearly
fluent
E+

E

Can communicate
clearly for business
transactions

Eric
nefariousca@yahoo.com

Can communicate with
some effort

Copellia Dance Studio
Pravina
0916 742520
DentistsDentists

C

Chinese only
If there’s no rating
next to a business,
it’s because we don’t
know. If you find
out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com

E

E

Acupuncturist
165 MinCyuan Rd., Sec. 2
(06) 228-8110
(06) 229-0203

E

24H
(06) 272-6119
(06) 273-1919
0937 398994

E

Dongmen Art Gallery
95 Dongmen Rd., Sec. 2
(06) 275-6061
Arts
/ Education
Arts
/ Education

E+

E

E

E

Eureka! Art Workshop
262 DongAn Rd.
(06) 214-2988
Barbers
/ Hair
Stylists
Barbers
/ Stylists

E

E

E

Monika Hair and Make-Up
Studio
28 Sihua S. St. (across from
the McDonalds on Minzu Rd.)
(06) 221-6081
09176 82192
Vince and Candy
Hairdressing
2F, 40 JungJeng Rd.
(06) 221-0275
Salon De Haircraft
1 You Ai St. (near intersection of MinChiuan Rd. and
ChingNian Rd.)
(06) 221-9798
(06) 221-9796

E

C

Mrs. Hwang
0932 899464

Foreign Police
37, Nanmen Rd.
(06) 222-9704
tnc762@yahoo.com.tw
Foreign Professionals Inspector (helps with labor
disputes)
Wei-Chia Ho
(06)637-3463
(06) 632-6546
Revenue (Tax) Office
7 HuBei St. (small street
next to the police office
on the Train Station traffic
circle)
(06) 222-3111 ext. 1203 (English)
(06) 222-9451 (Chinese)

Klin Market
218 Fucian Rd., Sec. 1 (corner of Fucian Rd. and NanMen
Rd.)
(06) 222-2257

E+

Licon Organic Food Shop
18, Sianbei St., North Dist
(off HeWei Rd., Sec. 5)
(06) 350-5051 (Jeanne and
Amia)

Gynecologists
Gynecologist
E

CleanersCleaners
C
C

City Hall
6 JhongHua W. Rd., Sec 2
(06) 299-1111
help@mail.tncg.gov.tw
www.tncg.gov.tw

E-

Caves Books
159 BeiMen Rd., Sec. 1
(06) 233-7824
Eslite
181 ChangRung Rd., Sec. 1
(06) 208-3977

Dr. Lin
551 Simen Road
(06) 226-3368

Import
Foods
Import
Foods

Bookstores
Bookstores
C

Dr. Lin
180 Fuchien Rd.
(06) 221-6000

Tsai Jia-Ling (Female)
No. 25 Bei Men Rd., Sec. 1
(06) 224-4266
Telephone appointments not
accepted.
Housing Agent
(Free)
Housing
Agent
(Free)

E-

6 Mama Rental Agency

Tainan Phoenix Soccer
tainanphoenix@hotmail.com
0956 020907 (Hugh)

C

E+

Tien Tsa Gym
176 Fucian Rd., Sec. 1, 4F
(06) 228-7428

Rebecca
0919 009137

E

E+

Sally Ann
0938 340907

World Gym
166 Chung Shan Rd.
(06) 600-6688

E+

Zack
0913 005018

Tattoo Parlors
Tattoos
E

Mechanics
Mechanic
E

David Wu
101, DongChun Rd., Alley 185
(near FuXing Jr. High)
(06) 336-7038
0938 095316

E

Tong Yi Drugstore
291 DongMen Rd., Sec. 1
(06) 237-6638

Second
Stores
Second
HandHand
Stores
C

C

E+

Cola Tours
5F 88 Fuchien Rd., Sec. 1
0926 460040 (Julia)
(06) 226-7988
(06) 226-6978
julia.wang@colatour.com.tw
www.colatour.com.tw

E+

Life Tour Travel
(06) 238-9111
0925 220382
Ask for Evon
evonpig5418@hotmail.com

21 Warehouse
26-28, Sec. 1, Jinhua Rd.,
South Dist.
(06) 263-0191
Second Hand Store
206, Yuping Rd., Anping Dist.
(06) 293-2088

Veterinarians
Veterinarians
E

Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms
Sports
Clubs
/ Gyms
E+

E+

Hash House Hariers
www.tainan.com/hash
tainanhash@hotmail.com
Find more info at Willy’s
Second Base
321 JianKang Rd., Sec. 2
Martial Arts Club
18 Dongmen Rd. Sec 1, 3F
0915 111699

Tommy Lee Tattoo
1, JhongJeng Rd., Lane 108
(06) 228-9167
www.tommyleetattoo.com
Travel
Agents Agents
Travel

Pharmacies
Pharmacies

Government
OfficesOffices
Government

Art Galleries
Art Galleries
C

Dr. Wang
102 Sialin Rd.
(06) 222-9336

E+

Giulia
0933 351053
australiagiulia@yahoo.com.tw

Doctors(Chinese
(Chinese Medicine)
E
Doctors
Medicine)

Airport
Shuttle
Airport
Shuttle
Service
C

E+

Dermatologists
Dermatologists

AccommodatioAcupuncture
Acupuncture
E-

Dr. Guo Jing Yi
346 Tsong Ming Rd.
(06) 269-5152

www.shaolindamo.com
Drop in Sunday at 8pm

Language Instruction
Language
Instruction

Dance
Instruction
Dance
Instruction
E+

E-

204 DaTong Rd. Sec
1, Tainan
(06) 215-2000 (Peter)

David Spangler
0935 465066
david@tainan.com

Dr. Wang
248 Siaodong
(06) 209-2209
Vet
45 Mintzu Rd., Sec. 2
(06) 222-2566
(06) 222-4631
Workers Workers

C

Blue Trucks
Office (06) 283-4111
Driver 0910 039571

Government and Emergency Numbers
(all provide English Service)
English Directory Assistance: 106
International Telephone Service:
100
Emergency Assistance: 119
Traffic Accident Report Hotline: 110
The National Police Agency 24 hour
hotline: 0800-024-111.
Information for Foreigners Website
http://iff.npa.gov.tw
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